WHAT!

The flexible solution to meet all your needs
EXTM has 4 basic configurations with a varying number of
inputs and outputs and 2 levels of communication. Therefore, it
can be regarded as the most suitable solution for all application
requirements.

The system can manage up to four expansion modules, which
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are available in two different models that vary only according to
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the number of inputs and outputs.

The EXTK keyboard enables management and programming of
the system by means of a user-friendly graphical interface, a
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display with backlighting and ten configurable keys.
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PROGRAMMABILITY
Energy XT PRO has a powerful development tool
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MODULARITY AND FLEXIBILITY

FULL CONTROL

its powerful Energy XT electronic controller (part

The powerful CPU based on a Flash technology

the user can perform all the main monitoring

of the successful
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Eliwell, the market leading brand in air conditioning
and commercial refrigeration solutions is extending

and well established Energy

Series) into a new high performing, highly
customised version, called EnergyXT PRO.
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It is the ultimate in flexibility enabling users to
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function lets the user configure his system in an
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CONNECTIVITY

SOLID TECHNOLOGY

languages, compliant with IEC1131-3, has never

Energy XT PRO has two serial ports (1 RS485

The robust plastic housing ensures a high

made the creation and customization of controllers
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Energy XT PRO is easy to use but also reliable.
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